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the way you fall asleep: slowly, then all at once."
Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle that
has bought her a few years, Hazel has never
been anything but terminal, her final chapter
inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a gorgeous
plot twist named Augustus Waters suddenly
appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel's
story is about to be completely rewritten.
Insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw, The Fault in
Our Stars is award-winning author John Green's
most ambitious and heartbreaking work yet,
brilliantly exploring the funny, thrilling, and
tragic business of being alive and in love.

The Fault in Our Stars - John Green - 2012
Despite the medical miracle that has bought her
a few more years, Hazel has never been anything
but terminal, but when Augustus Waters
suddenly appears at the Cancer Kid Support
Group, Hazel's story is about to be rewritten.
The Fault in Our Stars - John Green - 2012
Despite the medical miracle that has bought her
a few more years, Hazel has never been anything
but terminal, but when Augustus Waters
suddenly appears at the Cancer Kid Support
Group, Hazel's story is about to be rewritten.

The Fault in Our Stars - John Green - 2014-09
The Fault in Our Stars - John Green - 2014-09

The Fault in Our Stars - John Green 2015-04-02
A striking black edition of the multi-million #1
bestseller, now a major motion picture starring
Shailene Woodley and Ansel Elgort. "I fell in love
the way you fall asleep: slowly, then all at once."
Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle that
has bought her a few years, Hazel has never
been anything but terminal, her final chapter
inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a gorgeous
plot twist named Augustus Waters suddenly
appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel's
story is about to be completely rewritten.
Insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw, The Fault in
Our Stars is award-winning author John Green's
most ambitious and heartbreaking work yet,
brilliantly exploring the funny, thrilling, and
tragic business of being alive and in love.

This Star Won't Go Out - Esther Earl 2014-01-28
New York Times Bestseller! “This moving read
will have you reaching for the tissues and smiling
with delight….Stunningly alive on the page,
Esther shows that sometimes the true meaning of
life—helping and loving others—can be found
even when bravely facing death.” –People
Magazine, 4 stars In full color and illustrated
with art and photographs, this is a collection of
the journals, fiction, letters, and sketches of the
late Esther Grace Earl, who passed away in 2010
at the age of 16. Essays by family and friends
help to tell Esther’s story along with an
introduction by award-winning author John
Green who dedicated his #1 bestselling novel
The Fault in Our Stars to her. Learn more about
Esther at tswgobook.tumblr.com.
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with delight….Stunningly alive on the page,
Esther shows that sometimes the true meaning of
life—helping and loving others—can be found
even when bravely facing death.” –People
Magazine, 4 stars In full color and illustrated
with art and photographs, this is a collection of
the journals, fiction, letters, and sketches of the
late Esther Grace Earl, who passed away in 2010
at the age of 16. Essays by family and friends
help to tell Esther’s story along with an
introduction by award-winning author John
Green who dedicated his #1 bestselling novel
The Fault in Our Stars to her. Learn more about
Esther at tswgobook.tumblr.com.

Frankie Landau-Banks. No longer the kind of girl
to take "no" for an answer. Especially when "no"
means she's excluded from her boyfriend's allmale secret society. Not when her ex-boyfriend
shows up in the strangest of places. Not when
she knows she's smarter than any of them. When
she knows Matthew's lying to her. And when
there are so many, many pranks to be done.
Frankie Landau-Banks, at age 16: Possibly a
criminal mastermind. This is the story of how she
got that way. * National Book Award finalist **
Printz Honor * -Sing You Home - Jodi Picoult - 2014-09-23
Ten years of infertility issues culminate in the
destruction of music therapist Zoe Baxter's
marriage, after which she falls in love with
another woman, Vanessa, and wants to start a
family; but her ex-husband, Max, in the grips of
an anti-gay pastor, stands in the way. Includes a
CD of songs created for the novel. (This title is
being re-listed in Forecast). 1.5 million first
printing.

The Disreputable History of Frankie LandauBanks - E. Lockhart - 2009-09-17
The hilarious and razor-sharp story of how one
girl went from geek to patriarchy-smashing
criminal mastermind in two short years, from the
#1 New York Times bestselling author of We
Were Liars and Genuine Fraud. Frankie LandauBanks at age 14: Debate Club. Her father's
"bunny rabbit." A mildly geeky girl attending a
highly competitive boarding school. Frankie
Landau-Banks at age 15: A knockout figure. A
sharp tongue. A chip on her shoulder. And a
gorgeous new senior boyfriend: the supremely
goofy, word-obsessed Matthew Livingston.
Frankie Landau-Banks. No longer the kind of girl
to take "no" for an answer. Especially when "no"
means she's excluded from her boyfriend's allmale secret society. Not when her ex-boyfriend
shows up in the strangest of places. Not when
she knows she's smarter than any of them. When
she knows Matthew's lying to her. And when
there are so many, many pranks to be done.
Frankie Landau-Banks, at age 16: Possibly a
criminal mastermind. This is the story of how she
got that way. * National Book Award finalist **
Printz Honor * --

Sing You Home - Jodi Picoult - 2014-09-23
Ten years of infertility issues culminate in the
destruction of music therapist Zoe Baxter's
marriage, after which she falls in love with
another woman, Vanessa, and wants to start a
family; but her ex-husband, Max, in the grips of
an anti-gay pastor, stands in the way. Includes a
CD of songs created for the novel. (This title is
being re-listed in Forecast). 1.5 million first
printing.
The Fault in Our Pants: a Parody of the Fault
in Our Stars - Steve Lookner - 2014-07-14
As I was approaching the mall exit, this cute little
girl with barretted braids appeared in front of me
and said, "What's that in your nose?""They're
called cannula," I said. "These tubes give me
oxygen, which helps me breathe.""Would they
help me breathe, too?" she asked."I dunno,
wanna try?""Nah," she replied, "I don't wanna
look like a weirdo.""Wanna know a secret?" I
asked."Yeah!"I licked my finger and rubbed it on
her arm. "I just gave you cancer," I
whispered.***You've read the book. You've seen
the movie. Now read the parody!THE FAULT IN
OUR PANTS is the hilarious new full-length
parody of "The Fault in Our Stars". Just listen to
these reviews:"Grand." -Augustus Waters"A
douchefest." -Hazel Grace Lancaster"Will there
be a braille edition?" -Isaac"Why wasn't I in the
movie?" -KaitlynAll the big scenes that weren't in
the book but should have been are here! For
instance:--The scene where Hazel tells Isaac that

The Disreputable History of Frankie LandauBanks - E. Lockhart - 2009-09-17
The hilarious and razor-sharp story of how one
girl went from geek to patriarchy-smashing
criminal mastermind in two short years, from the
#1 New York Times bestselling author of We
Were Liars and Genuine Fraud. Frankie LandauBanks at age 14: Debate Club. Her father's
"bunny rabbit." A mildly geeky girl attending a
highly competitive boarding school. Frankie
Landau-Banks at age 15: A knockout figure. A
sharp tongue. A chip on her shoulder. And a
gorgeous new senior boyfriend: the supremely
goofy, word-obsessed Matthew Livingston.
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"always" no longer applies if your significant
other goes blind--The scene where Hazel wastes
her Genie Wish by wishing for a million more
wishes--The scene where Hazel tries to take it
past first base in the Anne Frank HouseAnd many
more!From support group to the swing set of
tears, from Augustus' trophies to Amsterdam,
from Van Houten to Venn diagrams, it's all in
THE FAULT IN OUR PANTS. So go ahead, give it
a shot. You know you want to read it more than
"Paper Towns."

experiences to make her feel alive while her
failing body struggles to keep up. Tessa’s
feelings, her relationships with her father and
brother, her estranged mother, her best friend,
and her new boyfriend, are all painfully
crystallized in the precious weeks before Tessa’s
time runs out. A Publishers Weekly Best
Children’s Book of the Year A Booklist Editors’
Choice A Book Sense Children’s Pick A Kirkus
Reviews Editors’ Choice A Publishers Weekly
Flying Start Author An ALA-YALSA Top Ten Best
Book for Young Adults The newly released
feature film Now Is Good, starring Dakota
Fanning, is based on Jenny Downham's intensely
moving novel.
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girl with barretted braids appeared in front of me
and said, "What's that in your nose?""They're
called cannula," I said. "These tubes give me
oxygen, which helps me breathe.""Would they
help me breathe, too?" she asked."I dunno,
wanna try?""Nah," she replied, "I don't wanna
look like a weirdo.""Wanna know a secret?" I
asked."Yeah!"I licked my finger and rubbed it on
her arm. "I just gave you cancer," I
whispered.***You've read the book. You've seen
the movie. Now read the parody!THE FAULT IN
OUR PANTS is the hilarious new full-length
parody of "The Fault in Our Stars". Just listen to
these reviews:"Grand." -Augustus Waters"A
douchefest." -Hazel Grace Lancaster"Will there
be a braille edition?" -Isaac"Why wasn't I in the
movie?" -KaitlynAll the big scenes that weren't in
the book but should have been are here! For
instance:--The scene where Hazel tells Isaac that
"always" no longer applies if your significant
other goes blind--The scene where Hazel wastes
her Genie Wish by wishing for a million more
wishes--The scene where Hazel tries to take it
past first base in the Anne Frank HouseAnd many
more!From support group to the swing set of
tears, from Augustus' trophies to Amsterdam,
from Van Houten to Venn diagrams, it's all in
THE FAULT IN OUR PANTS. So go ahead, give it
a shot. You know you want to read it more than
"Paper Towns."

Before I Die - Jenny Downham - 2008-09-25
For the many readers who love The Fault in Our
Stars, this is the story of a girl who is determined
to live, love, and to write her own ending before
her time is finally up. Tessa has just months to
live. Fighting back against hospital visits, endless
tests, and drugs with excruciating side effects,
Tessa compiles a list. It’s her To Do Before I Die
list. And number one is Sex. Released from the
constraints of “normal” life, Tessa tastes new
experiences to make her feel alive while her
failing body struggles to keep up. Tessa’s
feelings, her relationships with her father and
brother, her estranged mother, her best friend,
and her new boyfriend, are all painfully
crystallized in the precious weeks before Tessa’s
time runs out. A Publishers Weekly Best
Children’s Book of the Year A Booklist Editors’
Choice A Book Sense Children’s Pick A Kirkus
Reviews Editors’ Choice A Publishers Weekly
Flying Start Author An ALA-YALSA Top Ten Best
Book for Young Adults The newly released
feature film Now Is Good, starring Dakota
Fanning, is based on Jenny Downham's intensely
moving novel.
The Book of Mistakes - Skip Prichard 2018-02-06
Have you ever wondered why some people seem
to catch all the breaks and win over and over
again? What do the super successful know? What
is standing between you and your wildest
dreams? The Book of Mistakes will take you on
an inspiring journey, following an ancient
manuscript with powerful lessons that will
transform your life. You'll meet David, a young
man who with each passing day is more
disheartened and stressed. Despite a decent job,
apartment, and friends, he just feels hollow . . .
until one day he meets a mysterious young
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For the many readers who love The Fault in Our
Stars, this is the story of a girl who is determined
to live, love, and to write her own ending before
her time is finally up. Tessa has just months to
live. Fighting back against hospital visits, endless
tests, and drugs with excruciating side effects,
Tessa compiles a list. It’s her To Do Before I Die
list. And number one is Sex. Released from the
constraints of “normal” life, Tessa tastes new
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woman and everything starts to change. In this
self-help tale wrapped in fiction, you'll learn the
nine mistakes that prevent many from achieving
their goals. You'll learn how to overcome these
hurdles and reinvent your life. This success
parable is packed with wisdom that will help you
discover and follow your personal purpose, push
beyond your perceived capabilities, and achieve
more than you ever dreamed possible. You'll find
yourself returning again and again to a
deceptively simple story that teaches actionable
insights and enduring truths.

perspective After reading the book Personal
opinion about the ending Critique of the book My
own cover
Reading Log of "The Fault in Our Stars" by
John Green - Leopold Pfeiffer - 2015-08-27
Abstract from the year 2015 in the subject
English - Literature, Works, grade: 1,00, ,
language: English, abstract: This reading log
contains a summary and a characterization of all
characters of John Green's bestseller "The Fault
in Our Stars". It was written as part of a project
of a grammar school in Germany. The maximum
number of points has been achieved. Before
reading the book Description of the book cover
Expectations of the book While reading the book
When did I read what? Summary of each chapter
Description of the main characters Profile of
Augustus Waters Description of the most moving
scene of the book Diary entry from Isaac’s
perspective After reading the book Personal
opinion about the ending Critique of the book My
own cover

The Book of Mistakes - Skip Prichard 2018-02-06
Have you ever wondered why some people seem
to catch all the breaks and win over and over
again? What do the super successful know? What
is standing between you and your wildest
dreams? The Book of Mistakes will take you on
an inspiring journey, following an ancient
manuscript with powerful lessons that will
transform your life. You'll meet David, a young
man who with each passing day is more
disheartened and stressed. Despite a decent job,
apartment, and friends, he just feels hollow . . .
until one day he meets a mysterious young
woman and everything starts to change. In this
self-help tale wrapped in fiction, you'll learn the
nine mistakes that prevent many from achieving
their goals. You'll learn how to overcome these
hurdles and reinvent your life. This success
parable is packed with wisdom that will help you
discover and follow your personal purpose, push
beyond your perceived capabilities, and achieve
more than you ever dreamed possible. You'll find
yourself returning again and again to a
deceptively simple story that teaches actionable
insights and enduring truths.

Boneshaker - Cherie Priest - 2009-09-29
In the early days of the Civil War, rumors of gold
in the frozen Klondike brought hordes of
newcomers to the Pacific Northwest. Anxious to
compete, Russian prospectors commissioned
inventor Leviticus Blue to create a great machine
that could mine through Alaska's ice. Thus was
Dr. Blue's Incredible Bone-Shaking Drill Engine
born. But on its first test run the Boneshaker
went terribly awry, destroying several blocks of
downtown Seattle and unearthing a subterranean
vein of blight gas that turned anyone who
breathed it into the living dead. Now it is sixteen
years later, and a wall has been built to enclose
the devastated and toxic city. Just beyond it lives
Blue's widow, Briar Wilkes. Life is hard with a
ruined reputation and a teenaged boy to support,
but she and Ezekiel are managing. Until Ezekiel
undertakes a secret crusade to rewrite history.
His quest will take him under the wall and into a
city teeming with ravenous undead, air pirates,
criminal overlords, and heavily armed refugees.
And only Briar can bring him out alive. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Reading Log of "The Fault in Our Stars" by
John Green - Leopold Pfeiffer - 2015-08-27
Abstract from the year 2015 in the subject
English - Literature, Works, grade: 1,00, ,
language: English, abstract: This reading log
contains a summary and a characterization of all
characters of John Green's bestseller "The Fault
in Our Stars". It was written as part of a project
of a grammar school in Germany. The maximum
number of points has been achieved. Before
reading the book Description of the book cover
Expectations of the book While reading the book
When did I read what? Summary of each chapter
Description of the main characters Profile of
Augustus Waters Description of the most moving
scene of the book Diary entry from Isaac’s
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that could mine through Alaska's ice. Thus was
Dr. Blue's Incredible Bone-Shaking Drill Engine
born. But on its first test run the Boneshaker
went terribly awry, destroying several blocks of
downtown Seattle and unearthing a subterranean
vein of blight gas that turned anyone who
breathed it into the living dead. Now it is sixteen
years later, and a wall has been built to enclose
the devastated and toxic city. Just beyond it lives
Blue's widow, Briar Wilkes. Life is hard with a
ruined reputation and a teenaged boy to support,
but she and Ezekiel are managing. Until Ezekiel
undertakes a secret crusade to rewrite history.
His quest will take him under the wall and into a
city teeming with ravenous undead, air pirates,
criminal overlords, and heavily armed refugees.
And only Briar can bring him out alive. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

headed for heartbreak or will she get her happily
ever after? Don’t miss the next two books in the
series: -The Kissing Booth #2: Going the
Distance -The Kissing Booth #3: One Last Time
(on sale August 2021)
The Kissing Booth - Beth Reekles - 2013-04-09
NOW A NETFLIX MOVIE STARRING JOEY KING
AND JACOB ELORDI! Read the first book in the
Kissing Booth series for some fun, fresh romance
from Beth Reekles. Meet Rochelle “Elle” Evans:
pretty, popular—and never been kissed. Meet
Noah Flynn: badass, volatile—and a total player.
When Elle decides to run a kissing booth at her
school's Spring Carnival, she locks lips with Noah
and her life is turned upside down. Her head says
to keep away, but her heart wants to draw closer.
This romance seems far from a fairy tale. Is Elle
headed for heartbreak or will she get her happily
ever after? Don’t miss the next two books in the
series: -The Kissing Booth #2: Going the
Distance -The Kissing Booth #3: One Last Time
(on sale August 2021)

The Fault in Our Stars Songbook - Hal
Leonard Corp. - 2014-08-01
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Songbook). All 16 songs from
the soundtrack for this 2014 breakout
blockbuster hit based on a novel by John Green,
in arrangements for piano, voice and guitar.
Includes Ed Sheeran's "All of the Stars", "Boom
Clap" by Charli XCX, plus: All I Want * Let Me In
* Not About Angels * Oblivion * Strange Things
Will Happen * Tee Shirt * Without Words * and
more. Includes color art from the film.

The Trolley Problem, or Would You Throw
the Fat Guy Off the Bridge? - Thomas Cathcart
- 2013-09-10
Framing the discussion as a crime tried in the
court of public opinion, presents a lighthearted
examination of the trolley problem--one of the
most famous thought experiments in modern
philosophy.
The Trolley Problem, or Would You Throw
the Fat Guy Off the Bridge? - Thomas Cathcart
- 2013-09-10
Framing the discussion as a crime tried in the
court of public opinion, presents a lighthearted
examination of the trolley problem--one of the
most famous thought experiments in modern
philosophy.

The Fault in Our Stars Songbook - Hal
Leonard Corp. - 2014-08-01
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Songbook). All 16 songs from
the soundtrack for this 2014 breakout
blockbuster hit based on a novel by John Green,
in arrangements for piano, voice and guitar.
Includes Ed Sheeran's "All of the Stars", "Boom
Clap" by Charli XCX, plus: All I Want * Let Me In
* Not About Angels * Oblivion * Strange Things
Will Happen * Tee Shirt * Without Words * and
more. Includes color art from the film.

The Red Tent - Anita Diamant - 2005-11
Based on the Book of Genesis, Dinah shares her
perspective on religious practices and sexul
politics.

The Kissing Booth - Beth Reekles - 2013-04-09
NOW A NETFLIX MOVIE STARRING JOEY KING
AND JACOB ELORDI! Read the first book in the
Kissing Booth series for some fun, fresh romance
from Beth Reekles. Meet Rochelle “Elle” Evans:
pretty, popular—and never been kissed. Meet
Noah Flynn: badass, volatile—and a total player.
When Elle decides to run a kissing booth at her
school's Spring Carnival, she locks lips with Noah
and her life is turned upside down. Her head says
to keep away, but her heart wants to draw closer.
This romance seems far from a fairy tale. Is Elle
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Based on the Book of Genesis, Dinah shares her
perspective on religious practices and sexul
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Out of the Fire - Andrea Contos - 2021-12-07
"Andrea Contos takes readers on a triumphant
and terrifying journey, from fear and solitude to
solidarity and vengeance. A complex and
captivating thriller that kept me guessing at
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every turn." --Elle Cosimano, author of Finlay
Donovan is Killing It We were like fire, the four of
us. Catching each other's sparks until the flames
grew, spread, raged beyond our control. We'll
give them back the damage they left us with,
burden them with the weight of our pain. We may
be temporarily broken, but we will leave them
forever charred. Ashes to ashes. It wasn't the
kidnapping that ruined Cass Adams's life. It was
the letters that came after. The pink envelopes
that appear in her car, her locker, her bedroom.
Notes from the man she escaped, telling her that
he's always there, always watching. And that
someday, he'll be back for her. The police say
there's nothing they can do, and Cass resigns
herself to live in fear until she reconnects with
three old friends-three girls ready to exact
vengeance on those who wronged them. But the
deeper Cass digs, the more shocking the truth
becomes, especially when she discovers that the
person who ruined her life may be the only one
who can save it.

Not only is Hazel trying to live the normal life of
a 16-year-old girl, but she is also struggling with
what it will be like for her parents after she dies.
While Hazel attends a church support group for
cancer survivors, she meets a boy that is one
year older than her, Augustus Waters. While
Augustus had a type of cancer that causes him to
lose his leg and wear a prosthetic, it also has a
survival rate that is much higher than Hazel's
death sentence. From the first day that Hazel
meets Augustus, the two are practically
inseparable. The basis of their relationship ends
up being Hazel's favorite book, An Imperial
Affliction. She requires Augustus to read it and in
turn, he requires her to read the book that is the
basis of his favorite video game. Hazel relates to
the character in her favorite book, Anna, because
Anna has a rare blood cancer. Augustus and
Hazel bond over the book because both of them
of a burning desire to find out how the story ends
because the author stops the book before
providing conclusion on what happens to each of
the characters. Augustus joins Hazel's pursuit of
the book's author, Peter Van Houten, to provide
the answers that they need. Augustus even uses
a wish foundation to fly him and Hazel to
Amsterdam, where the author lives, to talk with
him in person. While Hazel is the one that is
doomed to die, Augustus ends up telling Hazel
that at his recent scan, the doctors discovered
that his entire body is filled with cancer. Hazel
spends the last months of Augustus's life caring
for him and loving him.

Out of the Fire - Andrea Contos - 2021-12-07
"Andrea Contos takes readers on a triumphant
and terrifying journey, from fear and solitude to
solidarity and vengeance. A complex and
captivating thriller that kept me guessing at
every turn." --Elle Cosimano, author of Finlay
Donovan is Killing It We were like fire, the four of
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grew, spread, raged beyond our control. We'll
give them back the damage they left us with,
burden them with the weight of our pain. We may
be temporarily broken, but we will leave them
forever charred. Ashes to ashes. It wasn't the
kidnapping that ruined Cass Adams's life. It was
the letters that came after. The pink envelopes
that appear in her car, her locker, her bedroom.
Notes from the man she escaped, telling her that
he's always there, always watching. And that
someday, he'll be back for her. The police say
there's nothing they can do, and Cass resigns
herself to live in fear until she reconnects with
three old friends-three girls ready to exact
vengeance on those who wronged them. But the
deeper Cass digs, the more shocking the truth
becomes, especially when she discovers that the
person who ruined her life may be the only one
who can save it.

The Fault in Our Stars - John Green,John 2015-05-30
The Fault in Our Stars is a novel by author John
Green. The story follows the main character,
Hazel Grace Lancaster, as she battles cancer.
Not only is Hazel trying to live the normal life of
a 16-year-old girl, but she is also struggling with
what it will be like for her parents after she dies.
While Hazel attends a church support group for
cancer survivors, she meets a boy that is one
year older than her, Augustus Waters. While
Augustus had a type of cancer that causes him to
lose his leg and wear a prosthetic, it also has a
survival rate that is much higher than Hazel's
death sentence. From the first day that Hazel
meets Augustus, the two are practically
inseparable. The basis of their relationship ends
up being Hazel's favorite book, An Imperial
Affliction. She requires Augustus to read it and in
turn, he requires her to read the book that is the
basis of his favorite video game. Hazel relates to
the character in her favorite book, Anna, because
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The Fault in Our Stars is a novel by author John
Green. The story follows the main character,
Hazel Grace Lancaster, as she battles cancer.
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Anna has a rare blood cancer. Augustus and
Hazel bond over the book because both of them
of a burning desire to find out how the story ends
because the author stops the book before
providing conclusion on what happens to each of
the characters. Augustus joins Hazel's pursuit of
the book's author, Peter Van Houten, to provide
the answers that they need. Augustus even uses
a wish foundation to fly him and Hazel to
Amsterdam, where the author lives, to talk with
him in person. While Hazel is the one that is
doomed to die, Augustus ends up telling Hazel
that at his recent scan, the doctors discovered
that his entire body is filled with cancer. Hazel
spends the last months of Augustus's life caring
for him and loving him.

opens a window into America’s transition from
colony to nation, with the heavy moral costs
incurred amid shocking new alliances and
betrayals.
The Taking of Jemima Boone - Matthew Pearl
- 2021-10-05
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew
Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel The
Dante Club, explores the little-known true story
of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel
Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath
that rippled across the nation. On a quiet
midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing
of the Declaration of Independence, thirteenyear-old Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and
Fanny Callaway disappear near the Kentucky
settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their
faraway screams lingering on the air. A
Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the
girls as the latest salvo in the blood feud between
American Indians and the colonial settlers who
have decimated native lands and resources.
Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes
one of the captives as Jemima Boone, daughter of
Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes
she could be a valuable pawn in the battle to
drive the colonists out of the contested Kentucky
territory for good. With Daniel Boone and his
posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan
that could ultimately bring greater peace both to
the tribes and the colonists. But after the girls
find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the
raiding party is ambushed by Boone and the
rescuers in a battle with reverberations that
nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals,
the exciting story of Jemima Boone’s kidnapping
vividly illuminates the early days of America’s
westward expansion, and the violent and tragic
clashes across cultural lines that ensue. In this
enthralling narrative in the tradition of Candice
Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl
unearths a forgotten and dramatic series of
events from early in the Revolutionary War that
opens a window into America’s transition from
colony to nation, with the heavy moral costs
incurred amid shocking new alliances and
betrayals.

The Taking of Jemima Boone - Matthew Pearl
- 2021-10-05
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew
Pearl, bestselling author of acclaimed novel The
Dante Club, explores the little-known true story
of the kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel
Boone’s daughter and the dramatic aftermath
that rippled across the nation. On a quiet
midsummer day in 1776, weeks after the signing
of the Declaration of Independence, thirteenyear-old Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and
Fanny Callaway disappear near the Kentucky
settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their
faraway screams lingering on the air. A
Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the
girls as the latest salvo in the blood feud between
American Indians and the colonial settlers who
have decimated native lands and resources.
Hanging Maw, the raiders’ leader, recognizes
one of the captives as Jemima Boone, daughter of
Kentucky's most influential pioneers, and realizes
she could be a valuable pawn in the battle to
drive the colonists out of the contested Kentucky
territory for good. With Daniel Boone and his
posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan
that could ultimately bring greater peace both to
the tribes and the colonists. But after the girls
find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the
raiding party is ambushed by Boone and the
rescuers in a battle with reverberations that
nobody could predict. As Matthew Pearl reveals,
the exciting story of Jemima Boone’s kidnapping
vividly illuminates the early days of America’s
westward expansion, and the violent and tragic
clashes across cultural lines that ensue. In this
enthralling narrative in the tradition of Candice
Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl
unearths a forgotten and dramatic series of
events from early in the Revolutionary War that
lthe-fault-in-our-stars-monologue

Elsewhere - Gabrielle Zevin - 2006
Presents a novel of hope, love, and redemption.
Elsewhere - Gabrielle Zevin - 2006
Presents a novel of hope, love, and redemption.
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Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy
rabbit, loves only himself until he is separated
from the little girl who adores him and travels
across the country, acquiring new owners and
listening to their hopes, dreams, and histories. Jr
Lib Guild. Teacher's Guide available. Reprint.

what you are is in vogue. But growing up Black
and gay in America has never been easy. Before
Billy Porter was slaying red carpets and giving an
iconic Emmy-winning performance in the
celebrated TV show Pose; before he was the
groundbreaking Tony and Grammy Awardwinning star of Broadway’s Kinky Boots; and
before he was an acclaimed recording artist,
actor, playwright, director, and all-around
legend, Porter was a young boy in Pittsburgh
who was seen as different, who didn’t fit in. At
five years old, Porter was sent to therapy to “fix”
his effeminacy. He was endlessly bullied at
school, sexually abused by his stepfather, and
criticized at his church. Porter came of age in a
world where simply being himself was a constant
struggle. Billy Porter’s Unprotected is the life
story of a singular artist and survivor in his own
words. It is the story of a boy whose talent and
courage opened doors for him, but only a crack.
It is the story of a teenager discovering himself,
learning his voice and his craft amidst deep
trauma. And it is the story of a young man whose
unbreakable determination led him through
countless hard times to where he is now; a proud
icon who refuses to back down or hide. Porter is
a multitalented, multifaceted treasure at the top
of his game, and Unprotected is a resonant,
inspirational story of trauma and healing, shot
through with his singular voice.

The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane Kate DiCamillo - 2009
Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy
rabbit, loves only himself until he is separated
from the little girl who adores him and travels
across the country, acquiring new owners and
listening to their hopes, dreams, and histories. Jr
Lib Guild. Teacher's Guide available. Reprint.
Unprotected - Billy Porter - 2021-10-19
From the incomparable Emmy, Grammy, and
Tony Award winner, a powerful and revealing
autobiography about race, sexuality, art, and
healing It’s easy to be yourself when who and
what you are is in vogue. But growing up Black
and gay in America has never been easy. Before
Billy Porter was slaying red carpets and giving an
iconic Emmy-winning performance in the
celebrated TV show Pose; before he was the
groundbreaking Tony and Grammy Awardwinning star of Broadway’s Kinky Boots; and
before he was an acclaimed recording artist,
actor, playwright, director, and all-around
legend, Porter was a young boy in Pittsburgh
who was seen as different, who didn’t fit in. At
five years old, Porter was sent to therapy to “fix”
his effeminacy. He was endlessly bullied at
school, sexually abused by his stepfather, and
criticized at his church. Porter came of age in a
world where simply being himself was a constant
struggle. Billy Porter’s Unprotected is the life
story of a singular artist and survivor in his own
words. It is the story of a boy whose talent and
courage opened doors for him, but only a crack.
It is the story of a teenager discovering himself,
learning his voice and his craft amidst deep
trauma. And it is the story of a young man whose
unbreakable determination led him through
countless hard times to where he is now; a proud
icon who refuses to back down or hide. Porter is
a multitalented, multifaceted treasure at the top
of his game, and Unprotected is a resonant,
inspirational story of trauma and healing, shot
through with his singular voice.

Breathing Underwater - Sarah Allen 2021-03-30
A Junior Library Guild Selection “In Breathing
Underwater, Sarah Allen has created characters
so alive and compelling that readers will root for
them every mile of this moving, heartfelt
journey.” —Dan Gemeinhart, author of The
Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise A sparkly,
moving middle grade novel from Sarah Allen, and
a big-hearted exploration of sisterhood, dreams,
and what it means to be there for someone you
love. Olivia is on the road trip of her dreams,
with her trusty camera and her big sister Ruth by
her side. Three years ago, before their family
moved from California to Tennessee, Olivia and
Ruth buried a time capsule on their favorite
beach. Now, they’re taking an RV back across
the country to uncover the memories they left
behind. But Ruth’s depression has been getting
worse, so Olivia has created a plan to help her
remember how life used to be: a makeshift
scavenger hunt across the country, like pirates
hunting for treasure, taking pictures and making
memories along the way. All she wants is to take
the picture that makes her sister smile. But what

Unprotected - Billy Porter - 2021-10-19
From the incomparable Emmy, Grammy, and
Tony Award winner, a powerful and revealing
autobiography about race, sexuality, art, and
healing It’s easy to be yourself when who and
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if things can never go back to how they used to
be? What if they never find the treasure they’re
seeking? Through all the questions, loving her
sister, not changing her, is all Olivia can do—and
maybe it’s enough.

needs to socialize more. She arrives just before
the group begins. Isaac, her friend, talks about
the surgery he will have a in a few weeks. He had
cancer in one eye and that eye was removed.
However, the cancer is now in his other eye and
he will have to have that eye removed, as well. As
added support, Isaac brought his friend,
Augustus Waters, to the support group.
Augustus, a very good looking young man, is also
a cancer survivor. He had osteosarcoma that
required the removal of his leg. After support
group, Hazel and Augustus wait outside for her
mother. Isaac is with his girlfriend, Monica,
making out on the far side of the church.
Augustus asks Hazel to come to his house to
watch V for Vendetta with him. He thinks she
looks like Natalie Portman as she was in that
movie. However, Hazel refuses when Augustus
pops a cigarette into his mouth until he tells her
that it is just a metaphor. She finds it so amusing,
the irony of putting something that causes cancer
into this mouth but not giving it the power to
cause cancer, that she agrees to go to his home.
Chapter 2 Augustus is a terrible driver because
he cannot feel the gas pedal under his fake leg.
Hazel makes him admit the only reason he has a
driver’s license is because the examiner felt sorry
for him. She calls it a Cancer Perk. They share
their cancer stories. At Augustus’ house, Hazel
meets his parents. Then they go downstairs to his
bedroom. Augustus tells Hazel that he used to
play basketball, but before he was diagnosed he
realized it was pointless, the act of constantly
throwing a ball into a basket. Then he asks her
what she likes to do. She tells him about her
favorite book, An Imperial Affliction. He agrees
to read it if she will read his favorite book, the
Price of Dawn. Augustus and Hazel go into the
living room to watch the movie. Hazel thinks the
movie is a guy-thing. Augustus drives her home
and asks her to call him later. She promises to
call when she finishes the book.

Breathing Underwater - Sarah Allen 2021-03-30
A Junior Library Guild Selection “In Breathing
Underwater, Sarah Allen has created characters
so alive and compelling that readers will root for
them every mile of this moving, heartfelt
journey.” —Dan Gemeinhart, author of The
Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise A sparkly,
moving middle grade novel from Sarah Allen, and
a big-hearted exploration of sisterhood, dreams,
and what it means to be there for someone you
love. Olivia is on the road trip of her dreams,
with her trusty camera and her big sister Ruth by
her side. Three years ago, before their family
moved from California to Tennessee, Olivia and
Ruth buried a time capsule on their favorite
beach. Now, they’re taking an RV back across
the country to uncover the memories they left
behind. But Ruth’s depression has been getting
worse, so Olivia has created a plan to help her
remember how life used to be: a makeshift
scavenger hunt across the country, like pirates
hunting for treasure, taking pictures and making
memories along the way. All she wants is to take
the picture that makes her sister smile. But what
if things can never go back to how they used to
be? What if they never find the treasure they’re
seeking? Through all the questions, loving her
sister, not changing her, is all Olivia can do—and
maybe it’s enough.
The Fault in Our Stars: A 30-minute
Summary of the John Green Novel - Instaread
Summaries - 2014-10-21
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary of the book
and NOT the original book. The Fault in Our
Stars: A 30-minute Summary of the John Green
Novel Inside this Instaread Summary:Overview of
the entire bookIntroduction to the Important
people in the bookSummary and analysis of all
the chapters in the bookKey Takeaways of the
bookA Reader's Perspective Preview of this
summary: Chapter 1 Hazel Grace Lancaster has
thyroid cancer that has metastasized into her
lungs. The tumors are no longer growing because
of an experimental drug, but she will never fully
recover. Hazel is watching television when her
mother makes her get up and go to her cancer
support group. Hazel dislikes the group, but her
mother makes her attend because she thinks she
lthe-fault-in-our-stars-monologue

The Fault in Our Stars: A 30-minute
Summary of the John Green Novel - Instaread
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and NOT the original book. The Fault in Our
Stars: A 30-minute Summary of the John Green
Novel Inside this Instaread Summary:Overview of
the entire bookIntroduction to the Important
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lungs. The tumors are no longer growing because
of an experimental drug, but she will never fully
recover. Hazel is watching television when her
mother makes her get up and go to her cancer
support group. Hazel dislikes the group, but her
mother makes her attend because she thinks she
needs to socialize more. She arrives just before
the group begins. Isaac, her friend, talks about
the surgery he will have a in a few weeks. He had
cancer in one eye and that eye was removed.
However, the cancer is now in his other eye and
he will have to have that eye removed, as well. As
added support, Isaac brought his friend,
Augustus Waters, to the support group.
Augustus, a very good looking young man, is also
a cancer survivor. He had osteosarcoma that
required the removal of his leg. After support
group, Hazel and Augustus wait outside for her
mother. Isaac is with his girlfriend, Monica,
making out on the far side of the church.
Augustus asks Hazel to come to his house to
watch V for Vendetta with him. He thinks she
looks like Natalie Portman as she was in that
movie. However, Hazel refuses when Augustus
pops a cigarette into his mouth until he tells her
that it is just a metaphor. She finds it so amusing,
the irony of putting something that causes cancer
into this mouth but not giving it the power to
cause cancer, that she agrees to go to his home.
Chapter 2 Augustus is a terrible driver because
he cannot feel the gas pedal under his fake leg.
Hazel makes him admit the only reason he has a
driver’s license is because the examiner felt sorry
for him. She calls it a Cancer Perk. They share
their cancer stories. At Augustus’ house, Hazel
meets his parents. Then they go downstairs to his
bedroom. Augustus tells Hazel that he used to
play basketball, but before he was diagnosed he
realized it was pointless, the act of constantly
throwing a ball into a basket. Then he asks her
what she likes to do. She tells him about her
favorite book, An Imperial Affliction. He agrees
to read it if she will read his favorite book, the
Price of Dawn. Augustus and Hazel go into the
living room to watch the movie. Hazel thinks the
movie is a guy-thing. Augustus drives her home
and asks her to call him later. She promises to
call when she finishes the book.

until she witnesses unusual phenomena and
befriends a boy who encourages her to achieve
various milestones before she dies. A first novel.
The Probability of Miracles - Wendy Wunder 2012-07-05
Having spent several years in and out of
hospitals for a life-threatening illness, pragmatic
16-year-old Cam is relocated by her miracleseeking mother to a town in Maine known for its
mystical healing qualities, a place Cam dismisses
until she witnesses unusual phenomena and
befriends a boy who encourages her to achieve
various milestones before she dies. A first novel.
An Awesome Ride - Shaun Wilson-Miller - 2012
More than three million people across the world
were moved and inspired by Shaun WilsonMiller’s tragic farewell message on YouTube.
Shaun had undergone two heart transplants and
spent most of his life in hospital, only to be
diagnosed with chronic heart rejection shortly
after his seventeenth birthday. In the face of this
heartache, Shaun had one message, stay positive
and live life to the full. This is his untold story:
the pawn in the middle of a war between his
parents; the victim of assault and landing the girl
of his dreams. Serious health issues never held
Shaun back from pursuing a career in television
and film he inspired and motivated all who met
him – famous boxers, actors, elite sportsmen and
contestants on the The Voice. Part mystic, part
practical joker, part football nutter – Shaun was a
remarkable young man who touched millions
with his footprint on their hearts.
An Awesome Ride - Shaun Wilson-Miller - 2012
More than three million people across the world
were moved and inspired by Shaun WilsonMiller’s tragic farewell message on YouTube.
Shaun had undergone two heart transplants and
spent most of his life in hospital, only to be
diagnosed with chronic heart rejection shortly
after his seventeenth birthday. In the face of this
heartache, Shaun had one message, stay positive
and live life to the full. This is his untold story:
the pawn in the middle of a war between his
parents; the victim of assault and landing the girl
of his dreams. Serious health issues never held
Shaun back from pursuing a career in television
and film he inspired and motivated all who met
him – famous boxers, actors, elite sportsmen and
contestants on the The Voice. Part mystic, part
practical joker, part football nutter – Shaun was a
remarkable young man who touched millions
with his footprint on their hearts.

The Probability of Miracles - Wendy Wunder 2012-07-05
Having spent several years in and out of
hospitals for a life-threatening illness, pragmatic
16-year-old Cam is relocated by her miracleseeking mother to a town in Maine known for its
mystical healing qualities, a place Cam dismisses
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Habsburg Empire in her own name, and three of
her remarkable daughters: lovely, talented Maria
Christina, governor-general of the Austrian
Netherlands; spirited Maria Carolina, the
resolute queen of Naples; and the youngest,
Marie Antoinette, the glamorous, tragic queen of
France, and perhaps the most famous princess in
history. Unfolding against an irresistible
backdrop of brilliant courts from Vienna to
Versailles, embracing the exotic lure of Naples
and Sicily, this epic history of Maria Theresa and
her daughters is a tour de force of desire,
adventure, ambition, treachery, sorrow, and
glory. Each of these women’s lives was packed
with passion and heart-stopping suspense. Maria
Theresa inherited her father’s thrones at the age
of twenty-three and was immediately attacked on
all sides by foreign powers confident that a
woman would to be too weak to defend herself.
Maria Christina, a gifted artist who alone among
her sisters succeeded in marrying for love, would
face the same dangers that destroyed the
monarchy in France. Resourceful Maria Carolina
would usher in the golden age of Naples only to
face the deadly whirlwind of Napoleon. And,
finally, Marie Antoinette, the doomed queen
whose stylish excesses and captivating notoriety
have masked the truth about her husband and
herself for two hundred and fifty years. Vividly
written and deeply researched, In the Shadow of
the Empress is the riveting story of four
exceptional women who changed the course of
history.

In the Shadow of the Empress - Nancy
Goldstone - 2021-09-21
The vibrant, sprawling saga of Empress Maria
Theresa—one of the most renowned women
rulers in history—and three of her extraordinary
daughters, including Marie Antoinette, the
doomed queen of France. Out of the thrilling and
tempestuous eighteenth century comes the
sweeping family saga of beautiful Maria Theresa,
a sovereign of uncommon strength and vision,
the only woman ever to inherit and rule the vast
Habsburg Empire in her own name, and three of
her remarkable daughters: lovely, talented Maria
Christina, governor-general of the Austrian
Netherlands; spirited Maria Carolina, the
resolute queen of Naples; and the youngest,
Marie Antoinette, the glamorous, tragic queen of
France, and perhaps the most famous princess in
history. Unfolding against an irresistible
backdrop of brilliant courts from Vienna to
Versailles, embracing the exotic lure of Naples
and Sicily, this epic history of Maria Theresa and
her daughters is a tour de force of desire,
adventure, ambition, treachery, sorrow, and
glory. Each of these women’s lives was packed
with passion and heart-stopping suspense. Maria
Theresa inherited her father’s thrones at the age
of twenty-three and was immediately attacked on
all sides by foreign powers confident that a
woman would to be too weak to defend herself.
Maria Christina, a gifted artist who alone among
her sisters succeeded in marrying for love, would
face the same dangers that destroyed the
monarchy in France. Resourceful Maria Carolina
would usher in the golden age of Naples only to
face the deadly whirlwind of Napoleon. And,
finally, Marie Antoinette, the doomed queen
whose stylish excesses and captivating notoriety
have masked the truth about her husband and
herself for two hundred and fifty years. Vividly
written and deeply researched, In the Shadow of
the Empress is the riveting story of four
exceptional women who changed the course of
history.

The Writing of the Gods - Edward Dolnick 2021-10-19
The surprising and compelling story of two rival
geniuses in an all-out race to decode one of the
world’s most famous documents—the Rosetta
Stone—and their twenty-year-long battle to solve
the mystery of ancient Egypt’s hieroglyphs. The
Rosetta Stone is one of the most famous objects
in the world, attracting millions of visitors to the
British museum ever year, and yet most people
don’t really know what it is. Discovered in a pile
of rubble in 1799, this slab of stone proved to be
the key to unlocking a lost language that baffled
scholars for centuries. Carved in ancient Egypt,
the Rosetta Stone carried the same message in
different languages—in Greek using Greek
letters, and in Egyptian using picture-writing
called hieroglyphs. Until its discovery, no one in
the world knew how to read the hieroglyphs that
covered every temple and text and statue in
Egypt. Dominating the world for thirty centuries,
ancient Egypt was the mightiest empire the

In the Shadow of the Empress - Nancy
Goldstone - 2021-09-21
The vibrant, sprawling saga of Empress Maria
Theresa—one of the most renowned women
rulers in history—and three of her extraordinary
daughters, including Marie Antoinette, the
doomed queen of France. Out of the thrilling and
tempestuous eighteenth century comes the
sweeping family saga of beautiful Maria Theresa,
a sovereign of uncommon strength and vision,
the only woman ever to inherit and rule the vast
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world had ever known, yet everything about
it—the pyramids, mummies, the Sphinx—was
shrouded in mystery. Whoever was able to
decipher the Rosetta Stone, and learn how to
read hieroglyphs, would solve that mystery and
fling open a door that had been locked for two
thousand years. Two brilliant rivals set out to win
that prize. One was English, the other French, at
a time when England and France were enemies
and the world’s two great superpowers. The
Writing of the Gods chronicles this high-stakes
intellectual race in which the winner would win
glory for both himself and his nation. A riveting
portrait of empires both ancient and modern, this
is an unparalleled look at the culture and history
of ancient Egypt and a fascinating, fast-paced
story of human folly and discovery unlike any
other.

of ancient Egypt and a fascinating, fast-paced
story of human folly and discovery unlike any
other.
The Butterfly Clues (EBK) - Kate Ellison 2012-02-14
“Fascinating. Ellison has the art of page-turning
down flat, and readers will be swept up by both
the terror—and the romance.” —Booklist, Starred
Review “This book casts a spell over its
readers.”—SLJ, Starred Review “An engaging
mystery starring a teen girl with obsessivecompulsive disorder. A pleasing mix of realism,
tension, intrigue and romance.” —Kirkus Reviews
“ . . . a strong, twisty thriller of a debut . . . [with]
a complex and memorable heroine.”—Publishers
Weekly “Lo’s relationship with the mysterious
street boy who calls himself Flynt, layered on top
of her almost supernatural loneliness and
helpless compulsions, gives the novel an
otherworldly quality.”—VOYA “A debut worth
picking up. Stark and realistic.”—RTBooks
Penelope (Lo) Marin has always loved to collect
beautiful things. Her dad's consulting job means
she's grown up moving from one rundown city to
the next, and she's learned to cope by collecting
(sometimes even stealing) quirky trinkets and
souvenirs in each new place--possessions that
allow her to feel at least some semblance of
home. But in the year since her brother Oren's
death, Lo's hoarding has blossomed into a fullblown, potentially dangerous obsession. She
discovers a beautiful, antique butterfly pendant
during a routine scour at a weekend flea market,
and recognizes it as having been stolen from the
home of a recently murdered girl known only as
"Sapphire"--a girl just a few years older than Lo.
As usual when Lo begins to obsess over
something, she can't get the murder out of her
mind. As she attempts to piece together the
mysterious "butterfly clues," with the unlikely
help of a street artist named Flynt, Lo quickly
finds herself caught up in a seedy, violent
underworld much closer to home than she ever
imagined--a world, she'll ultimately discover, that
could hold the key to her brother's tragic death.

The Writing of the Gods - Edward Dolnick 2021-10-19
The surprising and compelling story of two rival
geniuses in an all-out race to decode one of the
world’s most famous documents—the Rosetta
Stone—and their twenty-year-long battle to solve
the mystery of ancient Egypt’s hieroglyphs. The
Rosetta Stone is one of the most famous objects
in the world, attracting millions of visitors to the
British museum ever year, and yet most people
don’t really know what it is. Discovered in a pile
of rubble in 1799, this slab of stone proved to be
the key to unlocking a lost language that baffled
scholars for centuries. Carved in ancient Egypt,
the Rosetta Stone carried the same message in
different languages—in Greek using Greek
letters, and in Egyptian using picture-writing
called hieroglyphs. Until its discovery, no one in
the world knew how to read the hieroglyphs that
covered every temple and text and statue in
Egypt. Dominating the world for thirty centuries,
ancient Egypt was the mightiest empire the
world had ever known, yet everything about
it—the pyramids, mummies, the Sphinx—was
shrouded in mystery. Whoever was able to
decipher the Rosetta Stone, and learn how to
read hieroglyphs, would solve that mystery and
fling open a door that had been locked for two
thousand years. Two brilliant rivals set out to win
that prize. One was English, the other French, at
a time when England and France were enemies
and the world’s two great superpowers. The
Writing of the Gods chronicles this high-stakes
intellectual race in which the winner would win
glory for both himself and his nation. A riveting
portrait of empires both ancient and modern, this
is an unparalleled look at the culture and history
lthe-fault-in-our-stars-monologue
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“Fascinating. Ellison has the art of page-turning
down flat, and readers will be swept up by both
the terror—and the romance.” —Booklist, Starred
Review “This book casts a spell over its
readers.”—SLJ, Starred Review “An engaging
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tension, intrigue and romance.” —Kirkus Reviews
“ . . . a strong, twisty thriller of a debut . . . [with]
a complex and memorable heroine.”—Publishers
Weekly “Lo’s relationship with the mysterious
street boy who calls himself Flynt, layered on top
of her almost supernatural loneliness and
helpless compulsions, gives the novel an
otherworldly quality.”—VOYA “A debut worth
picking up. Stark and realistic.”—RTBooks
Penelope (Lo) Marin has always loved to collect
beautiful things. Her dad's consulting job means
she's grown up moving from one rundown city to
the next, and she's learned to cope by collecting
(sometimes even stealing) quirky trinkets and
souvenirs in each new place--possessions that
allow her to feel at least some semblance of
home. But in the year since her brother Oren's
death, Lo's hoarding has blossomed into a fullblown, potentially dangerous obsession. She
discovers a beautiful, antique butterfly pendant
during a routine scour at a weekend flea market,
and recognizes it as having been stolen from the
home of a recently murdered girl known only as
"Sapphire"--a girl just a few years older than Lo.
As usual when Lo begins to obsess over
something, she can't get the murder out of her
mind. As she attempts to piece together the
mysterious "butterfly clues," with the unlikely
help of a street artist named Flynt, Lo quickly
finds herself caught up in a seedy, violent
underworld much closer to home than she ever
imagined--a world, she'll ultimately discover, that
could hold the key to her brother's tragic death.

compendium of micromastery skills to try
yourself, this engaging and inspiring guide
reminds us of the simple joy of learning -- and
opens the door to limitless, lifelong achievement,
one small step at a time. Micromasteries
presented in the book (with illustrations) include:
Learn How to Climb a Rope, Surf Standing Up,
Talk for Fifteen Minutes about Any Subject, Bake
Artisan Bread, Juggle Four Balls, Learn to Read
Japanese in Three Hours, and more.
Micromastery - Robert Twigger - 2018-03-06
Want to be a lifelong learner? Think small.
Forget spending 10,000 hours in the pursuit of
perfecting just one thing. The true path to
success and achievement lies in the pursuit of
perfecting lots and lots of small things--for a big
payoff. Combining positive psychology,
neuroscience, self-help and more, this
delightfully illuminating book encourages us to
circumvent all the reasons we "can't" learn and
grow (we're too busy, it's too complicated, we're
not experts, we didn't start when we were young)
-- by tackling small, satisfying skills. Wish you
were a seasoned chef? Learn to make a perfect
omelette. Dream of being a racecar driver?
Perfect a handbrake turn. Wish you could draw?
Make Zen circles your first challenge. These
small, doable tasks offer a big payoff -- and
motivate us to keep learning and growing, with
payoffs that include a boost in optimism,
confidence, memory, cognitive skills, and more.
Filled with surprising insights and even a
compendium of micromastery skills to try
yourself, this engaging and inspiring guide
reminds us of the simple joy of learning -- and
opens the door to limitless, lifelong achievement,
one small step at a time. Micromasteries
presented in the book (with illustrations) include:
Learn How to Climb a Rope, Surf Standing Up,
Talk for Fifteen Minutes about Any Subject, Bake
Artisan Bread, Juggle Four Balls, Learn to Read
Japanese in Three Hours, and more.

Micromastery - Robert Twigger - 2018-03-06
Want to be a lifelong learner? Think small.
Forget spending 10,000 hours in the pursuit of
perfecting just one thing. The true path to
success and achievement lies in the pursuit of
perfecting lots and lots of small things--for a big
payoff. Combining positive psychology,
neuroscience, self-help and more, this
delightfully illuminating book encourages us to
circumvent all the reasons we "can't" learn and
grow (we're too busy, it's too complicated, we're
not experts, we didn't start when we were young)
-- by tackling small, satisfying skills. Wish you
were a seasoned chef? Learn to make a perfect
omelette. Dream of being a racecar driver?
Perfect a handbrake turn. Wish you could draw?
Make Zen circles your first challenge. These
small, doable tasks offer a big payoff -- and
motivate us to keep learning and growing, with
payoffs that include a boost in optimism,
confidence, memory, cognitive skills, and more.
Filled with surprising insights and even a
lthe-fault-in-our-stars-monologue

Will Grayson, Will Grayson - John Green 2010-04-06
Two award-winning and New York
Times–bestselling author join forces for a
collaborative novel of awesome proportions. One
cold night, in a most unlikely corner of Chicago,
two teens—both named Will Grayson—are about
to cross paths. As their worlds collide and
intertwine, the Will Graysons find their lives
going in new and unexpected directions, building
toward romantic turns-of-heart and the epic
production of history’s most fabulous high school
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musical. Hilarious, poignant, and deeply
insightful, John Green and David Levithan’s
collaborative novel is brimming with a double
helping of the heart and humor that have won
them both legions of faithful fans. A New York
Times Book Review Editor’s Choice An ALA
Stonewall Honor Book “Will Grayson, Will
Grayson is a complete romp. [It is] so funny, rude
and original that by the time flowers hit the
stage, even the musical-averse will cheer.” —The
New York Times Book Review ★“Will have
readers simultaneously laughing, crying and
singing at the top of their lungs.”—Kirkus
Reviews, starred review “It is such a good book.
[Green and Levithan] are two of the best writers
writing today.” —NPR’sThe Roundtable

experience firsthand. At every reading she
attends, Kate hand-letters the event’s most
memorable quote alongside a charming portrait
of the author. In Last Night’s Reading, Kate takes
us on her journey through the literary world,
sharing illustrated insight from more than one
hundred of today’s greatest writers—including
Zadie Smith, Junot Diaz, Lev Grossman, Elizabeth
Gilbert, and many more—on topics ranging from
friendship and humor to creativity and identity. A
celebration of authors, reading, and bookstores,
this delightful collection is an advice book like no
other and a love letter to the joy of seeing your
favorite author up close and personal. “Instead of
putting together a lengthy play-by-play of the
event she witnessed, Gavino records the best
quote, and accompanies it with a colorful sketch
of the author. It sounds simple, but the results
are striking and unforgettable.” –Flavorwire "A
witty love letter to the literary world." –The
Boston Globe

Will Grayson, Will Grayson - John Green 2010-04-06
Two award-winning and New York
Times–bestselling author join forces for a
collaborative novel of awesome proportions. One
cold night, in a most unlikely corner of Chicago,
two teens—both named Will Grayson—are about
to cross paths. As their worlds collide and
intertwine, the Will Graysons find their lives
going in new and unexpected directions, building
toward romantic turns-of-heart and the epic
production of history’s most fabulous high school
musical. Hilarious, poignant, and deeply
insightful, John Green and David Levithan’s
collaborative novel is brimming with a double
helping of the heart and humor that have won
them both legions of faithful fans. A New York
Times Book Review Editor’s Choice An ALA
Stonewall Honor Book “Will Grayson, Will
Grayson is a complete romp. [It is] so funny, rude
and original that by the time flowers hit the
stage, even the musical-averse will cheer.” —The
New York Times Book Review ★“Will have
readers simultaneously laughing, crying and
singing at the top of their lungs.”—Kirkus
Reviews, starred review “It is such a good book.
[Green and Levithan] are two of the best writers
writing today.” —NPR’sThe Roundtable

Last Night's Reading - Kate Gavino 2015-10-27
An irresistible illustrated collection of charming,
wise, and hilarious quotations from your favorite
authors Why do we go to book readings? For a
chance to see the authors we love come to life off
the page, answering our questions and proving to
be the brilliant, witty people we catch glimpses
of through their work. Illustrator Kate Gavino
(author of Sanpaku) captures the wonder of this
experience firsthand. At every reading she
attends, Kate hand-letters the event’s most
memorable quote alongside a charming portrait
of the author. In Last Night’s Reading, Kate takes
us on her journey through the literary world,
sharing illustrated insight from more than one
hundred of today’s greatest writers—including
Zadie Smith, Junot Diaz, Lev Grossman, Elizabeth
Gilbert, and many more—on topics ranging from
friendship and humor to creativity and identity. A
celebration of authors, reading, and bookstores,
this delightful collection is an advice book like no
other and a love letter to the joy of seeing your
favorite author up close and personal. “Instead of
putting together a lengthy play-by-play of the
event she witnessed, Gavino records the best
quote, and accompanies it with a colorful sketch
of the author. It sounds simple, but the results
are striking and unforgettable.” –Flavorwire "A
witty love letter to the literary world." –The
Boston Globe

Last Night's Reading - Kate Gavino 2015-10-27
An irresistible illustrated collection of charming,
wise, and hilarious quotations from your favorite
authors Why do we go to book readings? For a
chance to see the authors we love come to life off
the page, answering our questions and proving to
be the brilliant, witty people we catch glimpses
of through their work. Illustrator Kate Gavino
(author of Sanpaku) captures the wonder of this
lthe-fault-in-our-stars-monologue

The Stand - Stephen King - 2008-06-24
The tie-in edition of the nine-part CBS All Access
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series starring Whoopi Goldberg, Alexander
Skarsgard, and James Marsden. When a man
escapes from a biological testing facility, he sets
in motion a deadly domino effect, spreading a
mutated strain of the flu that will wipe out 99
percent of humanity within a few weeks. The
survivors who remain are scared, bewildered,
and in need of a leader. Two emerge--Mother
Abagail, the benevolent 108-year-old woman who
urges them to build a peaceful community in
Boulder, Colorado; and Randall Flagg, the
nefarious "Dark Man," who delights in chaos and
violence. As the dark man and the peaceful
woman gather power, the survivors will have to
choose between them--and ultimately decide the
fate of all humanity.

inveterate, high-sensation seeking masochist.
And they have a few questions: Why do people
engage in masochism? What are the benefits and
the costs? And what does masochism have to say
about the human experience? By participating in
many of these activities themselves, and through
conversations with psychologists, fellow
scientists, and people who seek pain for pleasure,
Cowart unveils how our minds and bodies find
meaning and relief in pain—a quirk in our
programming that drives discipline and
innovation even as it threatens to swallow us
whole.
Hurts So Good - Leigh Cowart - 2021-09-14
An exploration of why people all over the world
love to engage in pain on purpose--from
dominatrices, religious ascetics, and
ultramarathoners to ballerinas, icy ocean
bathers, and sideshow performers Masochism is
sexy, human, reviled, worshipped, and can be
delightfully bizarre. Deliberate and consensual
pain has been with us for millennia,
encompassing everyone from Black Plague
flagellants to ballerinas dancing on broken bones
to competitive eaters choking down hot peppers
while they cry. Masochism is a part of us. It lives
inside workaholics, tattoo enthusiasts, and all
manner of garden variety pain-seekers. At its
core, masochism is about feeling bad, then
better—a phenomenon that is long overdue for a
heartfelt and hilarious investigation. And Leigh
Cowart would know: they are not just a
researcher and science writer—they’re an
inveterate, high-sensation seeking masochist.
And they have a few questions: Why do people
engage in masochism? What are the benefits and
the costs? And what does masochism have to say
about the human experience? By participating in
many of these activities themselves, and through
conversations with psychologists, fellow
scientists, and people who seek pain for pleasure,
Cowart unveils how our minds and bodies find
meaning and relief in pain—a quirk in our
programming that drives discipline and
innovation even as it threatens to swallow us
whole.
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survivors who remain are scared, bewildered,
and in need of a leader. Two emerge--Mother
Abagail, the benevolent 108-year-old woman who
urges them to build a peaceful community in
Boulder, Colorado; and Randall Flagg, the
nefarious "Dark Man," who delights in chaos and
violence. As the dark man and the peaceful
woman gather power, the survivors will have to
choose between them--and ultimately decide the
fate of all humanity.
Hurts So Good - Leigh Cowart - 2021-09-14
An exploration of why people all over the world
love to engage in pain on purpose--from
dominatrices, religious ascetics, and
ultramarathoners to ballerinas, icy ocean
bathers, and sideshow performers Masochism is
sexy, human, reviled, worshipped, and can be
delightfully bizarre. Deliberate and consensual
pain has been with us for millennia,
encompassing everyone from Black Plague
flagellants to ballerinas dancing on broken bones
to competitive eaters choking down hot peppers
while they cry. Masochism is a part of us. It lives
inside workaholics, tattoo enthusiasts, and all
manner of garden variety pain-seekers. At its
core, masochism is about feeling bad, then
better—a phenomenon that is long overdue for a
heartfelt and hilarious investigation. And Leigh
Cowart would know: they are not just a
researcher and science writer—they’re an
lthe-fault-in-our-stars-monologue

The Fault in Our Stars - Daily Books - 2016
The Fault in Our Stars: by John Green
Conversation StartersA Brief Look Inside:The
Fault in Our Stars, written by John Green, is the
story of love, heartbreak, illness, loss, and death.
It tells the tale of two teenagers, Hazel Grace
Lancaster and Augustus Waters, who have both
been diagnosed with cancer. The two bond over a
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book called An Imperial Affliction and its open
ending. Shortly thereafter, Hazel and Augustus
are boarding a plane to visit the book's author in
hopes to get an answer to the question, "What
happens after the story ends?" - a question that
shows up often throughout the plot in their
personal lives as well. The Fault in Our Stars was
listed as Amazon.com's Best Books of the Month
in January 2012. It was also a bestseller for The
New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today,
and TIME Magazine. The novel was adapted to
film, which premiered in the United States on
June 6, 2014.EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A
WORLD FAR DEEPERthan the surface of its
pages. The characters and their world come
alive,and the characters and its world still live
on.Conversation Starters is peppered with
questions designed tobring us beneath the
surface of the pageand invite us into the world
that lives on.These questions can be used
toCreate Hours of Conversation: Foster a deeper
understanding of the book Promote an
atmosphere of discussion for groups Assist in the
study of the book, either individually or
corporately Explore unseen realms of the book as
never seen beforeDisclaimer: This book you are
about to enjoy is an independent resource to
supplement the original book, enhancing your
experience of The Fault in Our Stars. If you have
not yet purchased a copy of the original book,
please do before purchasing this unofficial
Conversation Starters.

alive,and the characters and its world still live
on.Conversation Starters is peppered with
questions designed tobring us beneath the
surface of the pageand invite us into the world
that lives on.These questions can be used
toCreate Hours of Conversation: Foster a deeper
understanding of the book Promote an
atmosphere of discussion for groups Assist in the
study of the book, either individually or
corporately Explore unseen realms of the book as
never seen beforeDisclaimer: This book you are
about to enjoy is an independent resource to
supplement the original book, enhancing your
experience of The Fault in Our Stars. If you have
not yet purchased a copy of the original book,
please do before purchasing this unofficial
Conversation Starters.
The Anthropocene Reviewed - John Green 2021-05-18
A deeply moving and insightful collection of
personal essays from #1 bestselling author John
Green. The Anthropocene is the current geologic
age, in which humans have profoundly reshaped
the planet and its biodiversity. In this remarkable
symphony of essays adapted and expanded from
his groundbreaking podcast, bestselling author
John Green reviews different facets of the
human-centered planet on a five-star scale—from
the QWERTY keyboard and sunsets to Canada
geese and Penguins of Madagascar. Funny,
complex, and rich with detail, the reviews chart
the contradictions of contemporary humanity. As
a species, we are both far too powerful and not
nearly powerful enough, a paradox that came
into sharp focus as we faced a global pandemic
that both separated us and bound us together.
John Green’s gift for storytelling shines
throughout this masterful collection. The
Anthropocene Reviewed is a open-hearted
exploration of the paths we forge and an unironic
celebration of falling in love with the world.
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The Fault in Our Stars: by John Green
Conversation StartersA Brief Look Inside:The
Fault in Our Stars, written by John Green, is the
story of love, heartbreak, illness, loss, and death.
It tells the tale of two teenagers, Hazel Grace
Lancaster and Augustus Waters, who have both
been diagnosed with cancer. The two bond over a
book called An Imperial Affliction and its open
ending. Shortly thereafter, Hazel and Augustus
are boarding a plane to visit the book's author in
hopes to get an answer to the question, "What
happens after the story ends?" - a question that
shows up often throughout the plot in their
personal lives as well. The Fault in Our Stars was
listed as Amazon.com's Best Books of the Month
in January 2012. It was also a bestseller for The
New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today,
and TIME Magazine. The novel was adapted to
film, which premiered in the United States on
June 6, 2014.EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A
WORLD FAR DEEPERthan the surface of its
pages. The characters and their world come
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The Anthropocene Reviewed - John Green 2021-05-18
A deeply moving and insightful collection of
personal essays from #1 bestselling author John
Green. The Anthropocene is the current geologic
age, in which humans have profoundly reshaped
the planet and its biodiversity. In this remarkable
symphony of essays adapted and expanded from
his groundbreaking podcast, bestselling author
John Green reviews different facets of the
human-centered planet on a five-star scale—from
the QWERTY keyboard and sunsets to Canada
geese and Penguins of Madagascar. Funny,
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complex, and rich with detail, the reviews chart
the contradictions of contemporary humanity. As
a species, we are both far too powerful and not
nearly powerful enough, a paradox that came
into sharp focus as we faced a global pandemic
that both separated us and bound us together.
John Green’s gift for storytelling shines
throughout this masterful collection. The
Anthropocene Reviewed is a open-hearted
exploration of the paths we forge and an unironic
celebration of falling in love with the world.

Katherine Predictability, which he hopes will
predict the future of any relationship, avenge
Dumpees everywhere, and finally win him the
girl. Love, friendship, and a dead AustroHungarian archduke add up to surprising and
heart-changing conclusions in this ingeniously
layered comic novel about reinventing oneself.
Mae Among the Stars - Roda Ahmed 2020-05-26
A beautiful picture book for sharing and marking
special occasions such as graduation, inspired by
the life of the first African American woman to
travel in space, Mae Jemison. An Amazon Best
Book of the Month! A great classroom and
bedtime read-aloud, Mae Among the Stars is the
perfect book for young readers who have big
dreams and even bigger hearts. When Little Mae
was a child, she dreamed of dancing in space.
She imagined herself surrounded by billions of
stars, floating, gliding, and discovering. She
wanted to be an astronaut. Her mom told her, "If
you believe it, and work hard for it, anything is
possible.” Little Mae’s curiosity, intelligence, and
determination, matched with her parents'
encouraging words, paved the way for her
incredible success at NASA as the first African
American woman to travel in space. This book
will inspire other young girls to reach for the
stars, to aspire for the impossible, and to persist
with childlike imagination.

An Abundance of Katherines - John Green 2008-08-14
From the #1 bestselling author of The Fault in
Our Stars Michael L. Printz Honor Book Los
Angeles Times Book Prize Finalist Katherine V
thought boys were gross Katherine X just wanted
to be friends Katherine XVIII dumped him in an
e-mail K-19 broke his heart When it comes to
relationships, Colin Singleton's type happens to
be girls named Katherine. And when it comes to
girls named Katherine, Colin is always getting
dumped. Nineteen times, to be exact. On a road
trip miles from home, this anagram-happy,
washed-up child prodigy has ten thousand dollars
in his pocket, a bloodthirsty feral hog on his trail,
and an overweight, Judge Judy-loving best friend
riding shotgun--but no Katherines. Colin is on a
mission to prove The Theorem of Underlying
Katherine Predictability, which he hopes will
predict the future of any relationship, avenge
Dumpees everywhere, and finally win him the
girl. Love, friendship, and a dead AustroHungarian archduke add up to surprising and
heart-changing conclusions in this ingeniously
layered comic novel about reinventing oneself.
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determination, matched with her parents'
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dumped. Nineteen times, to be exact. On a road
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Crash into Me - Albert Borris - 2009-07-07
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Owen, Frank, Audrey, and Jin-Ae have one thing
in common: they all want to die. When they meet
online after each attempts suicide and fails, the
four teens make a deadly pact: they will escape
together on a summer road trip to visit the
graves of celebrity suicides . . . and at their final
destination, they will each end their lives. As they
drive cross-country, bonding over their dark
impulses, sharing their deepest secrets and
desires, living it up, hooking up, and becoming
true friends, each must decide whether life is
worth living—or if there’s no turning back.

makes it worth living in the first place.
The Midnight Library - Matt Haig - 2020-09-29
The New York Times bestselling WORLDWIDE
phenomenon Winner of the Goodreads Choice
Award for Fiction | A Good Morning America
Book Club Pick | Independent (London) Ten Best
Books of the Year "A feel-good book guaranteed
to lift your spirits."—The Washington Post The
dazzling reader-favorite about the choices that
go into a life well lived, from the acclaimed
author of How To Stop Time and The Comfort
Book. Somewhere out beyond the edge of the
universe there is a library that contains an
infinite number of books, each one the story of
another reality. One tells the story of your life as
it is, along with another book for the other life
you could have lived if you had made a different
choice at any point in your life. While we all
wonder how our lives might have been, what if
you had the chance to go to the library and see
for yourself? Would any of these other lives truly
be better? In The Midnight Library, Matt Haig's
enchanting blockbuster novel, Nora Seed finds
herself faced with this decision. Faced with the
possibility of changing her life for a new one,
following a different career, undoing old
breakups, realizing her dreams of becoming a
glaciologist; she must search within herself as
she travels through the Midnight Library to
decide what is truly fulfilling in life, and what
makes it worth living in the first place.
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No Guns at my Son's Funeral - Paro Anand 2012-12-27
A compelling story of a child born into
unrest'.Aftab, a young Kashmiri boy, leads a
double life. By day, he is a normal, bubbly
teenager whose prime concerns are cricket,
family and friends. The night holds the secrets of
the life of a child, one who sneaks away to
confabulate with Akram and his fledgling group
of tearaway terrorists. Akram, so handsome, so
exciting. But what Aftab doesn't realize, so
dangerous. Aftab is in complete awe of Akram
and is willing to follow him to the ends of the
earth. And Akram is more than willing to send
him there. Though set against the militancy in
Kashmir, this novel could belong anywhere in
today's world where violence is just a breath
away. A brave story, never told in so raw a form,
this is 'reality fiction'at its most real. A book for
teenagers - and for adults of all ages - who live in
a world where 'cops and robbers'is not fun any
more, but a deadly game.
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A compelling story of a child born into
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double life. By day, he is a normal, bubbly
teenager whose prime concerns are cricket,
family and friends. The night holds the secrets of
the life of a child, one who sneaks away to
confabulate with Akram and his fledgling group
of tearaway terrorists. Akram, so handsome, so
exciting. But what Aftab doesn't realize, so
dangerous. Aftab is in complete awe of Akram
and is willing to follow him to the ends of the
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earth. And Akram is more than willing to send
him there. Though set against the militancy in
Kashmir, this novel could belong anywhere in
today's world where violence is just a breath
away. A brave story, never told in so raw a form,
this is 'reality fiction'at its most real. A book for
teenagers - and for adults of all ages - who live in
a world where 'cops and robbers'is not fun any
more, but a deadly game.
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